IMPORTANT SERVICE NOTE
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To Destination Install
Technician

To Destination Install
Technician

This appliance has been serviced and secured using a
LITKIT® ProTM Washing Machine Drum Stabilization Kit

This appliance has been serviced and secured using a
LITKIT® ProTM Washing Machine Drum Stabilization Kit

Before hooking up, remove top of machine.
Note: Some front load machines must be accessed by
removing the rear panel. (LG models and the GE Adora
among others).
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among others).

Look inside and see two inflated air bags. One on each
side of the drum and one 3 inch corrugated cell block
(optional) installed between the metal cross brace and the
drum of the machine. Block installed ____Yes ____No

Look inside and see two inflated air bags. One on each
side of the drum and one 3 inch corrugated cell block
(optional) installed between the metal cross brace and the
drum of the machine. Block installed ____Yes ____No

ORIGIN SERVICE TECH: In the space above -

ORIGIN SERVICE TECH:

please check if the optional corrugated cell block was
installed.

In the space above please check if the optional corrugated cell block was
installed.

To deflate, simply pull the black rubber tab off of each
inlet valve at the top of each bag.

To deflate, simply pull the black rubber tab off of each
inlet valve at the top of each bag.

Depress the star shaped stem and the bags will instantly
deflate. You may have to apply pressure by hand to the
bag itself while pressing down on the stem to get all of the
air out enabling safe removal.
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air out enabling safe removal.

Save bags and corrugated block for re-use.

Save bags and corrugated block for re-use.
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